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n August 2004, I published an
extensive research article in
the Society’s academic journal,
Technical Communication. That article was the result of work I had
done for my thesis project while
earning my master’s degree in
management. There was a considerable amount of talk about that
article. When I am at STC conferences
today, people still ask me about my findings. Many people are concerned that
technical communication, as a unique
profession, might cease to exist in a few
years’ time. Others wonder if technical
communicators can ever “earn a seat at
the table” with senior managers of other
technical roles, no matter how hard we
try—even if we all go out and earn MBA
degrees.
The question of the future of our profession is always a pressing one for those
of us who have made a living in this field.
Now that five years have passed since
my original study, I thought it might be
worthwhile to revisit that subject. So in
late 2008, I dusted off the original survey, made a few tweaks, and sent it out
again. Last time, 28 participants from
several countries, many of them leading
names in our field, provided me with
in-depth responses. This time, eight of
the original participants were on board
again, along with 28 others, again representing a broad cross-section of our profession—well-known leaders, everyday
practitioners, educators, and managers
from across the United States, Canada,
Europe, and India.
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This time, unfettered by the weight
of my academic obligations, I felt free
to take a bit more casual approach. The
questions were much the same; but the
results are a bit different. After all, we are
living in a different world than we were
five years ago. Or are we? Let’s find out
as we take a look at The Future of Technical Communication—Remix 2009.
In Our Last Episode

Five years ago, we were in the midst
of tough times. Many people had exited the field after the dot-com bust and
9/11. Technology spending was down.
Overall, we thought it was a pretty
gloomy time.
From the wealth of information I gathered in 2004, here is what I concluded
that we as a profession should be doing
to bolster our future prospects:
Become part of the development and innovation processes. I concluded then that we
needed to make a strong move toward
inserting ourselves in the development
and innovation processes for the products we support. There needed to be a
clear connection in the minds of our
employers between our contribution
and the sources of the company’s revenue. There was no more room for the
shy writer working alone in a cubicle. It
was time to step up and be known.
Launch a public relations campaign for
our profession. It was also important to
make our profession better known and
understood. As 2004 survey participant
Ian Wright from the United Kingdom
said, “Our biggest hurdle is that people
are not aware of us and the value we can
add to their products and services.”
Improve our professional societies. Recently, STC has made major strides in
this area, examining every aspect of its
structure, programs, and organization.
At the time, though, there was wide
agreement that STC, as well as other
societies, were missing the mark in supporting our needs.
Become better business people and managers. Our basic persona—our tendency to
be at once technical and artsy, introverted and quirky—generally did not make
us great managers. I concluded that we
required managers who are more professional. We needed to be able to “pitch
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our services, make a business case for our
functions and deliverables, and delineate eloquently the value we provide.”
Repackage ourselves for the future. I argued that not only technical communicators but all professionals were going
to need a different set of skills to survive
in the twenty-first-century workplace.
Survey participants indicated that while
writing would remain at our core, flexibility around how we employed that
skill would be crucial.
This Time Around

If we thought times were tough five
years ago, we couldn’t have imagined
the state we’d be in today. Holly Harkness, a technical communication manager from Atlanta, says, “In 2003, I had
five employees. Today, all my writers
are part-time. I spend much more time
managing my employees because they
are new to the organization and don’t
see themselves as members of my ‘team.’
When my old team was humming along,
I was free to take on additional responsibilities such as project management and
training work, but with staff reductions
that isn’t possible.”
Single Sourcing and Content Management
Despite the downturn, some things
that were just a promising glimmer on
the horizon five years ago are indeed becoming realities. About half of the survey respondents indicated that they are
already single sourcing and/or using
content management systems. Cindy
Frakes, a senior manager of information
development from Oracle, says, “The
biggest change to the way my organizations have done work in the last seven
or eight years is the move to XML as an
authoring source, structured authoring
as an approach, and the ability to more
completely automate publishing tasks,
as well as the creation of metrics, the
ability to automate more documentation testing tasks and delivery tasks.”
Online information delivery is surging
as well. In many quarters, the delivery of
paper manuals with products has been
replaced by the delivery of online materials in various formats. One respondent
from Michigan says, “In the old days, everything was paper-driven. Now virtually
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“ If we thought times were
tough ﬁve years ago, we
couldn’t have imagined the
state we’d be in today.”
everything I do is designed to be distributed, and often viewed, online.”
Chona Shumate, a senior manager at
Cymer Inc. in San Diego, whose team was
an early adopter of single-sourcing and
topic-based authoring, says, “My next
step is dynamic content delivery (DCD).
Our field service engineers (FSEs) now
obtain all documentation from our intranet and store it locally for on-site use.
My vision is for our FSEs to select what
they need from a [set of] choices, and
have the system render it right there on
their laptop, instantly—providing the
exact information when they need it.”
Wikis and Collaborative Tools
The concept of authoring via wikis
barely existed five years ago. Yet several
participants indicated that they were involved in collaborative writing efforts using a wiki today: “We are in the process
of converting our field service manual
to a wiki. The intent is to be able to capture the knowledge and techniques of
our field service engineers, as well as to
ensure the most up-to-date information
is available to them in the field maintenance manuals,” says Rick Lippincott, a
technical writer based near Boston.
Tools such as SharePoint and web
meetings have created a virtual work
world where globally dispersed teams,
with highly mobile members, are creating information around the clock.
“Communications technology has significantly changed how people in our
organization work on a daily basis,” says
Kristen Cogburn, a principal technical
writer based in Houston, TX, remote
from her corporate headquarters in
California. “Teleconferences and WebEx meetings are now the norm, allowing
projects to be coordinated and executed
by team members who are dispersed
around the globe.”

One side effect of the use of these
technologies is the never-ending day.
Cogburn says, “Work on projects runs
continuously, to fill every hour possible
and minimize the overall project duration. A set workday and workspace have
almost become obsolete, with team
members connecting virtually at any
time and at any location—corporate offices, home offices, on the road in cars
or trains, in a quiet corner of the dining room, walking down the street. The
pace is relentless.”
Cindy Frakes says she keeps in touch
with her team using a variety of these
collaborative tools. “We also celebrate
our successes as a virtual team by having
‘virtual’ parties, where we eat a meal ‘together’ over a conference call, or raise a
glass together across the time zones. It’s
important to celebrate as a team, even
if it is virtual. It fosters team spirit and
collaboration.”
Outsourcing/Offshoring
The outsourcing of technical communication work has been a reality for
many years, especially in those companies where it is not seen as a core competency. In 2004, offshoring was only
beginning to be a reality, with few success stories reported. Today, offshoring
has grown, and a third option has been
born—that of sending technical communication work to your own company’s
facility in another country, where your
organization still owns and manages the
function, but your offshore employees
do the work. One survey respondent
from Northern California commented:
“Much of the move outside the U.S. involves resources managed by the companies themselves, not outsourcing. In
other words … a large percentage of offshoring is not necessarily outsourcing.”
Vici Koster-Lenhardt from Coca-Cola
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in Vienna, Austria, says that in the past
five years, her entire team was outsourced—at her recommendation. “As
IT’s business changed, so did the role of
the documentation department. When
I realized that, from the company’s perspective, technical communication was
not perceived as a core competency for
the company’s business, I proposed to
outsource the department. After nearly
20 years of staffing full-time technical
communicators, the company now uses
only outsourced resources.”
The marketplace for offshore writers
is growing, especially in India, where
the talent pool has greatly increased
in the past five years. Taru Mateti is the
head of documentation for Cybage, a
service provider in India. She says, “Six
years ago, we were a handful of writers
in our company, working in isolation on
different projects. Now, we are a team of
more than 50 writers, with the company
offering documentation as a service.
With increasing demand for documentation, the significance and awareness
has definitely been on a steep rise.”
Survey respondents this year indicated
that they were partnering with companies in India, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Hungary, Germany, China, and Canada,
as well as using lower-cost marketplaces
within the United States to achieve cost
savings.

up today—with a little remixing to
account for the changing times. Let’s
take a look at how we stand today in
those same areas:

Conclusions Remixed

I asked survey participants if we are
gaining clout in our organizations. Cindy Frakes says: “In most cases, the con-

In many respects, I think my conclusions from five years ago still hold

We are becoming more a part of the development and innovation processes.
Despite hard times and corporate cost
cutting, some pretty cool innovations
are taking place today in our field. Figure 1 highlights just some of the innovations that are taking place in the organizations of those who participated in this
survey. But are we more integrated with
development and innovation overall?
Frances Gambino, executive director
of Documentation Services at Information Builders in New York, says that her
team’s role has changed dramatically in
the past five years: “Content management has become a critical part of our
company’s success. My team has recently (in the past two years) developed an
internal search tool to help users navigate our internal content repositories.
We are now marketing the product for
our customers. From technical writer to
technical system developer in five years!
We are also heavily involved in digital archiving and creating controlled vocabularies to manage content searching and
retrieval. [These efforts are] broadening
the scope of the technical writer’s traditional role within our organization.”

tribution of the technical communicator directly corresponds to the level of
advocacy technical communication has
as a whole in the company.”
Chona Shumate believes we are gaining headway and cited an example. “As
our service revenue has increased considerably, so has the attention to the
field service engineers. Their needs are
now very critical and tied to company
balance sheets. We now have an internal customer with a strong voice in decisions and funding. They have actually
become our strongest advocates.”
We still need to launch a public relations
campaign for our profession.
While our profession is probably no
better known or understood by the public than it was five years ago, our PR campaign today should be turned inward to
our employers. The survey responses
emphasized it over and over again—value, value, value—to ensure our unique
role continues into the future.
Jack Molisani, president of ProSpring
Staffing and executive director of the
LavaCon Conference on Professional
Development, had virtually the same
thing to say today as he did five years
ago: “What we need to be doing to ensure that our role exists going forward is
the same thing we should have been doing all along: find a business need and
try to fill it. To quote Andrea Ames (former STC president), become less of a
‘technical writer’ and more a ‘solutions
provider.’ Ask your boss and your boss’s

Figure 1. Innovative Directions in Technical Communication

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
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“Bubbles” of information for small-screen touch devices
Video demos embedded in user information
Multimedia tutorials
Use of social networking tools and devices to deliver information
Video display terminals throughout the workplace to deliver information to users
Use of wikis to deliver and author user information
Teaching content management and single sourcing in educational programs
Content convergence from multiple sources (technical, marketing, user-generated) to one source for superior user
experience
Use of minimalism
Growing use of XML, DITA, and content management systems
Use of Web-Ex sessions to author collaboratively in real time
Participation in experience design—contributing to the GUI, accessibility of information, better user messages
Participating closely with development teams in SCRUM development efforts
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boss what problems they are having and
try to solve them. Get yourself inserted
into teams that are considered a profit
center (not a cost center), and make
yourself such a valuable contributing
member that they wouldn’t even think
of laying you off. Leverage your core
competencies and let it be known that
you’re not just a technical writer, but a
corporate communication specialist, a
project manager, a ______—whatever
your company needs and perceives as
valuable to the organization.”
We are improving our professional societies.
As you know if you have been consuming your STC membership for the
past few years, STC has been in the
process of extensively remaking itself
in response to member feedback. As
a result of much hard work, we have a
new executive director, a new structure
for our board, new resources for leaders, new budgeting and financial measures, a new mission statement, more
educational opportunities, new membership packages and benefits, and a
redesigned and improved annual Summit. STC has also moved forward on the
construction of a Body of Knowledge
that defines the technical communication profession. All of these changes
have made STC more viable, current,
and relevant to us.
Saul Carliner, associate professor of
Education at Concordia University in
Montreal and former STC president,
says that we can use what we learn from
the Body of Knowledge project to “promote our unique skills and knowledge
and explain how they benefit the organizations that hire us…. For the first
time, we are saying who we are and what
makes us unique. It may sound abstract
to the average practicing professional,
but it can serve as a guide for promoting the profession to the people who
hire us, raising professional awareness
and quality of practice, and guiding the
design of academic programs.”
We still need to be better business people
and managers.
Our management skills continue to
be an area of struggle for our profession.
JoAnn Hackos, president of Comtech
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Services and former STC president, says
that one of the key challenges in her
business, which sells services to technical communication managers and their
executive leaders, is “getting people to
take their management roles seriously
as management professionals, rather
than (seeing themselves) as second-class
citizens in their companies.” She says we
need to “become more politically astute in the organization. Learn to make
a business case. Get out of the cubicle
and start talking to people other than
the developers.”
What can we do to raise our status?
Holly Harkness replies, “We must become engaged with the business and
offer solutions to business problems.”
That requires an understanding of what
drives a business in the first place—
numbers and business concepts that often aren’t of specific interest to those of
us who “just like to write.” In response to
that, Stan Dicks, associate professor and
director of the MS in technical communication at North Carolina State, says,
“In our management course, we teach
students that one of their biggest challenges is negotiating the political waters
in organizations where they are often
atypical of the other employees.”
We still need to repackage ourselves
for the future.
There is room in every organization
for someone with our unique combination of skills to make a contribution. “In
fact,” says Vici Koster-Lenhardt, “some
people who are excellent technical communicators do not even know the term
[technical communicator].”

So how can you repackage yourself
to find that niche that adds value and
satisfies you professionally? “The technical communicator will see his/her role
in the organization become more crucial over the coming years. We need to
find out what we are passionate about
and consider specializing,” says Bernard
Aschwanden, president of Publishing
Smarter in Toronto. “Technical communication needs people who are able to
provide specific skills in areas like user
documentation, tutorials, administrator
guides, training videos, command line
information, and more. No one person
will be able to do all of these, and to do
them well. Therefore, our best hope is
to ensure that we grow ourselves to meet
the unique roles that organizations will
have for technical communicators,
regardless of the formal title that is assigned to a particular job.”
Through the Looking Glass

I asked survey respondents “what is
the next big thing on the horizon for
technical communication?” They mentioned such things as “content convergence” from several genres and owners into a single information source;
movement away from “books,” with
more focus on content and less on format; use of social networking environments to deliver documentation; more
community-authored information; and
more focus on delivering information
in “greener” ways.
I also asked where people thought we
would be as a profession in five to ten
years. Certainly, we have made some
progress in the past five years, as shown

Figure 2. Trends Affecting Technical Communication 2004 vs. Today

2004

2009

Content management systems
Single sourcing
Embedded help systems
Speech recognition
Voice-to-print technology
Large-format touch screens
Wireless technologies
Gaming technologies
Standards

Experience design
Wiki-based documentation—users as authors
Content not format
Content management systems
Single sourcing
Voice recognition
Dynamic content delivery
Social networking—Facebook and Twitter
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in Figure 2, which highlights the trends
influencing us five years ago versus today. What else might be happening?
“I think a big trend will be a demand
for good technical communication skills
in English in the Chinese and Indian
markets,” says Vici Koster-Lenhardt. “In
the next 15 years, there is expected to
be a huge shift in the world GDP from
the West to the East. So, one prediction
is that more technical communicators
will be working for companies that are
producing documentation for the BRIC
markets (Brazil, Russia, India, China),
because these will be the countries that
will be growing.”
We will also complete the paradigm
shift to support what I call “information gratification.” The thrill of having
Google answer every question in seconds has become an addiction—one
that everyone will soon expect to have
fed by all information sources in their
lives, not just Internet searches. Chona
Shumate says, “Online users are changing, and we will have to adapt to their
style of how they access information.”
We also can expect a new wave of regulatory requirements in the financial,
pharmaceutical, and manufacturing
markets to generate opportunities for
technical communicators. Saul Carliner
believes “there will be a trend away from
product-focused industries like hardware, software, and military equipment,
and from meeting occasional deadlines
associated with a product release, to
ongoing deadlines associated with webbased publication.”
“Heck, in ten years,” says Shumate,
“we’ll probably have holograms of talking text, with images of someone performing a procedure. Or, mental telepathy, where written information is no
longer needed—just kidding—I think!”
Final Words

Based on the 2009 survey results, here
is what I think we should be considering
for the next five years:
• Information Gratification: Have we
made our way away from books to wikis, social networking, user-authored
content, multi-contributor information databases, and real-time updates?
Have we kept pace with the way “real”
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people are delivering and receiving
information in their everyday lives?
Are we gratifying their need for personal, immediate content?
• Value, Value, Value: Is the information in your company being treated
as an asset? Have you found a way to
measure and state its value? Have you
found a way to demonstrate your value as the guardian of that asset?
• Solutions: Are you an information solutions provider and a coach to other
content providers? Are you a manager
with ideas that promote the success of
the business you work for?
• Advocacy: Is someone in management an advocate for the work you
do and the contribution you make to
the company’s bottom line? Are you
known to the strategic decision makers two levels above you? Are you considered to be a beloved right arm that
no one could think of living without?
If you can answer “yes” to these kinds
of questions, then you have probably already begun to remix yourself for the future. If not, it may be time to start looking ahead, because before you know it,
the next five years will have come and
gone.
In the meantime, I think I’ll update
my Facebook status: “Barbara is a technical communicator providing highly
valuable information in new and different ways.” What are you doing?
Barbara Giammona (bgiammonacomms@
gmail.com) is the technical publications
manager for Invensys Process Systems/
Wonderware, a global technology, software,
and consulting firm specializing in process
manufacturing, plant optimization, business
operations, and enterprise performance. She
is based in Lake Forest, CA, but manages a
global team with operations in five US locations, Ontario, Canada, and two locations
in India. She has been managing technical
communicators for more than 20 years and
has been a frequent presenter at STC conferences, with a special focus on management
issues. Her award-winning article, “The
Future of Technical Communication: How
Innovation, Information Management, and
Other Forces Are Shaping the Future of the
Profession” was published in Technical
Communication in August 2004.
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